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Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the Companies (LC) 
entering into Contracting Partnership with ZARKAN Proposal 

Development Consultancy (ZARKAN) 
 

ZARKAN Proposal Development Consultancy (ZARKAN) would like to provide services 

which are a need for the customers and a support for local companies to fill the gap with the 

expertise to get more projects awarded and assist these companies to profit more by 

decreasing expenses on execution related tasks.  

 

Conditions to Enter into Partnership Contract: 

Companies, who are going to be considered for the Partnership Contract, should be in the 

following state: 

1. Shall have past performance of more than 3 three years. 

2. Shall have maintained good ethical business behavior with the clients. 

3. Shall have enough funds for the execution of the future projects. 

4. Shall have paid all taxes to the government of Afghanistan. 

5. Shall have office, on-going business, and personnel. 

6. Shall have the ability to show the proof of all documents requested by ZARKAN. 

 

General Roles of each Partner: 

Following General Roles of each partner has been pointed out and more might be added later, 

we will use ZARKAN for ZARKAN Proposal Development Consultancy and LC for Local 

Companies as abbreviations for entering Partnership Contract, by signing and stamping this 

contract you confirm that all below terms are acceptable for LC: 

1. ZARKAN will have 30% share in their profit but not in loss because our loss will be 

our time spent on proposal preparation and technical consultancy for the project. It 

means if the project had no profit but it was not decreased from the capital. Then, 

ZARKAN will not claim any money regarding 30% share and also, will not pay for 

the loss which LC had in that project which is deducted from the capital/fund invested 

in the project. Because, ZARKAN wasted time and effort on the project which 

ZARKAN got nothing. So, getting nothing and time wasted which ZARKAN could 

put in another projects is enough for ZARKAN as a loss. ZARKAN will completely 

support LC technically but ZARKAN can't be the part of the loss which is more 

related to the construction work on the site. 

2. Price Proposal which is prepared by ZARKAN is based on prices collected for items 

from Afghanistan Markets. ZARKAN gives prices which are acceptable for the donor 

and project will be then awarded to LC. ZARKAN doesn’t guarantee that LC will be 

able to execute the project according to the budget ZARKAN has considered for the 

project, because spending method which one LC considers is different from another 

LC. For example, ZARKAN considers $4,000 for a project and the project is awarded 

to LC. One LC will execute the project for $3,500 and will get $500 as a profit but 

another LC will be failed and execute the same project for $4,500 and will have a loss 

of $500. In these both cases ZARKAN has no control over their budget spending 
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process for the project. In every price proposal for projects ZARKAN will consult 

with the LC for the final total price of the project. When LC accepts the price then the 

whole responsibility belongs to LC for the future loss and profit. It will be LC’s 

responsibility to decrease or increase the prices. ZARKAN will be not responsible for 

the losses in the capital of the owner or owners in the specific project execution. 

3. LC will have 70% share in the profit and loss. 

4. ZARKAN will prepare proposals for RFPs received from LC. 

5. ZARKAN will have the right for each RFP whether to make proposals for the RFPs 

or not with considering the analysis for the profit margin, security, risk management, 

project execution, and conflict of interest with another LC. ZARKAN will have the 

right not to make all RFPs but the specific ones chosen.  

6. ZARKAN will support the LC during Proposal Submittal and also, after project 

award, by providing technical consultancy services only to specifically awarded 

projects. These services may include but not limited to be providing email 

clarifications, QA and QC consultancy, interviewing and hiring qualified personnel, 

updating project schedules, and preparing the reports for the clients.  

7. LC will provide all financial reports each month to ZARKAN. Also, this includes 

checking of bank statements.  

8. LC shall provide a very small fixed fee for each proposal submitted by ZARKAN 

only to cover the expenditures of the proposal preparation and some other indirect 

expenditure. ZARKAN require a 75 US Dollar fee on each proposal submittal to LC. 

These payments for each proposal should be paid in advance before the proposal 

submittal. Also, this fee is considered in order to restrict LC to those biddings which 

are important for them, to show that LC is serious about the partnership, and this fee 

is a motive and assurance sum for ZARKAN in order to complete the proposal. In 

some cases the bidding might be canceled or LC cancels the bidding process in the 

middle of proposal preparation, in these cases ZARKAN will not pay these fees back. 

The fees will be paid back to LC if ZARKAN was not able to complete the proposal 

due to load of work or any other issue. 

9. For quotations which doesn’t require proposal or technical information and only bill 

of quantities with prices is required then ZARKAN will charge LC only for 30 USD 

for each quotation submitted to LC.  

10. ZARKAN will make partnership with other LCs for different projects. ZARKAN is 

not limited to one LC. If conflict of interest occurs between two or more LCs then 

ZARKAN will choose the LC which is more effective and qualified.  

11. ZARKAN’s 30% shares will be only considered as a consultancy services to LC and 

based on these services we will be taxed by the government.  

12. ZARKAN will not share any funds for the 30% share of the project execution. 

13. LC will pay the whole budget for the project execution. 

14. ZARKAN is not responsible for any bank guarantees. LC will pay guarantee required 

for the project tendering process.  

15. ZARKAN will have the right to receive payment in each invoice payment received by 

LC. This will be considered as an estimated profit margin for the project and 30% 

share will be then divided in each invoice submitted. The last balance will be 

calculated at the end of the project completion or project at the end of project 

warranty period which is 6 months or one year.  
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16. If the project requires design (structural, electrical, or mechanical) then it’s the 

responsibility of the LC to hire a designer or subcontract the design part. ZARKAN 

can help LC to hire one or introduce a subcontractor for design works.  

17. If ZARKAN couldn’t find prices for some items then LC will assist in order to 

provide market prices for that item. It rarely happens. 

18. All meetings and site visits are LC’s responsibility and ZARKAN only provides 

Technical Consultancy services. 

19. If the project is terminated or cancelled due to any quality assurance or other causes 

then ZARKAN will be not responsible for it and will not be liable toward any losses 

or damages. ZARKAN will be entitled to any profits from half payments which come 

under profit for these kinds of projects.  

20. Every LC’s privacy is ZARKAN’s number one priority. Every LC’s information and 

data will not be shared anywhere and with any other LCs. ZARKAN will be 

responsible to keep all data of LC safe and secure.  

21. If none of the above regarding the partnership is acceptable for LC then LC can ask 

for normal proposal or quotation preparation services in return for fees.  

 

__________       _____________________ 

Eng. Zakki, ZARKAN President/CEO    LC President (Edit Please)  


